Turner sparkles to lead locals to CCAA crown

by George Ramee

"We're not predicting anything big but we are trying to get the team to play better football," said Coach Turner. "I think we have a chance to win this week." The Mustangs face the Uni- versity of the Pacific this weekend.

Dorm Mislabeled

Resident hall officials have learned that residents are allowed to keep their dorms clean and neat, but sometimes they may have to go to extra lengths to do so. In one case, a dormitory official discovered that a resident had left the dormitory with the windows open and the blinds down. The official immediately went to work cleaning the dormitory, and was able to get the dormitory back to its normal state within a few hours.

SAC votes to retain ASID

Mistakes in budget add up to save job

by Rob Heston

Staff Writer

SAC has voted to retain ASID Services, a communications firm, despite a recommendation from the University Budget Committee to fire ASID.

KCPR plans to broadcast 1968 graduation

A small group of students is attempting to broadcast a live graduation ceremony from Chico State University. They are currently working to obtain permission to use the university's facilities for their broadcast.

Wedding show draws crowds of future brides

by Bonnie Adkins

The bridal show at the Holiday Inn in Chico was a huge success, with hundreds of brides-to-be attending to check out the latest wedding trends and ideas.

CALM BEFORE STORM... Mike Stensson, Fire-

Men, cheers with interested attendees (foreground), while Wayne Shaw winds with Jim Con-

Vodka considered 'favorite' drink

The average drinking public prefers vodka, according to a recent survey. The survey found that 45 percent of respondents chose vodka as their preferred spirit, compared to 28 percent for mixed drinks and 22 percent for beer.

SAC to rule on pass-fail grades

Students will have the option of choosing pass-fail grading for the fall semester, according to a recent announcement. The new system allows students to pass or fail a course without affecting their GPA.

Turner, Lee DeWeaver, and Robert van Riper

in the final event of the State Track meet, the 400-yard run, was a winner after the Chico State team could not hold on to the lead.
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Men, cheers with interested attendees (foreground), while Wayne Shaw winds with Jim Con-
Some draft boards are reluctant to accept academic meaning; academic meaning-Buckler

Some draft boards are apparently unwilling to accept the academic meaning of a statement. A statement about the use of a weapon in a certain manner is not necessarily the same as the use of a weapon in a certain manner.

One might wonder if there is a difference between the two. Some draft boards apparently do not think so.

Club host debate on demonstrations; two instructors take opposite 'sides'

The debate was sponsored by the Poly advisor to Students for Democratic Politics, who held the affirmative. He went on to say that the practice of concluding the debate with a question and thus forcing the other side to answer is not necessarily a fair method of debate.

The two speakers were Ralph Devries, physics instructor and Robert B. Backer, lecturer in business administration. Devries held the affirmative, saying that the practice of concluding the debate with a question and thus forcing the other side to answer is not necessarily a fair method of debate. He went on to say that the practice of concluding the debate with a question and thus forcing the other side to answer is not necessarily a fair method of debate.

He went on to say that the practice of concluding the debate with a question and thus forcing the other side to answer is not necessarily a fair method of debate.

Electrostatic printing press built by senior for demonstration

The press, a product of a two-year project, was built by a senior in the College of Engineering. It is an electrostatic printing press, which allows for the production of high-quality printed materials.

The press, a product of a two-year project, was built by a senior in the College of Engineering. It is an electrostatic printing press, which allows for the production of high-quality printed materials.

"The press, a product of a two-year project, was built by a senior in the College of Engineering. It is an electrostatic printing press, which allows for the production of high-quality printed materials."

Iranians lead foreign student enrollments

The Iranians lead foreign student enrollments, according to a recent survey. The survey was conducted by the Iranian government and is the first of its kind.

The Iranians lead foreign student enrollments, according to a recent survey. The survey was conducted by the Iranian government and is the first of its kind.

Little Pica V loses; Ag entry clean-up

Little Pica V lost, while the Ag entry was clean-up.
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Weekend Flicks

The College Union Films Committee presents two films this weekend: "The Reawakening" on Friday night and "The Reawakening" on Saturday night. Both films will be presented in the University Union Auditorium and are scheduled to start at 7 and 9:30 p.m., respectively. Admission is 25 cents.
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Record in high jump marks girls’ track meet

A new U.S. women’s record for the high jump was set at the fourth annual Girls invitational Truck Meet last Saturday on the Poly track.

Judy Allen, a Poly Polytechnic student, cleared 6-10 1/2 inches to give Sun Valley and DeWinter captured the event in 9.6 seconds.

Kuban Smith

(Continued from page 11)

Turner. She holds the 100-yd.
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